
The following story comes from a report of a foreign pigeon newspaper.  

Hoogeveen visit is, talk about pigeons Johan Boersma. He was born in late 

1939 in the Groningen countryside, where as a child he came into contact with 

the Wehrmacht pigeons. Thus he had pigeons and he dreamed one night that 

pigeons in his elementary school years. Completely against the family tradition 

he became a pigeon fancier. An old pigsty served as pigeons stay. In 1956 he 

joined the association Postduiven Hunsingo to Winsum (Gn). Started with 

pigeons of different fanciers and also were still pigeons descended from the 

power-weather birds.  

After military service in 1961, seriously started to flee, before already made 

great results.  

In the years 1963 to 1965 already 1st General Champion in the association. 

Change of work ie he started working as a teacher in the electrical box in 

Hoogeveen. Married in 1966 and the 20 pigeons that were still stationed in 

Hoogeveen at his parents' house and plenty of broken grow in 1967. Also 

brought the first visit to Jacques Tournier in Lommel (Belgium) and two 

grandchildren of the 'Attic' were taken. Later more tour irish, especially the 

'petit' kind of Tournier were very good in Hoogeveen. Went from Hoogeveen 

weather pigeons to Tournier in Lommel.De tour keepers and the pigeons of the 

old 'unknown' species were then crossed; with excellent results. Com in 1969, 

already obtained the 1st Generale championship in North NBvZ department 

and only with one- and two-year-old pigeons. Went further still fine as on the 

accompanying championships indicated.  

Later tried other types but still has gone back to the old lines. The file is still 

mainly old kind times Tourniers and what Janssens with the Roads blood added 

in 1999 through Eijerkamp Zutphen.  

What are placed on the pigeons demands?  

Very strict; super health must match Johan Boersma and must meet a very 

meager medical supervision.  

The mandatory vaccinations are of course carried out and the two days after 

the long distance flights sometimes a yellow course of a few days.  

Here are all the youngsters brought up by parents who do not receive medical 

advance, so not even the "traditional breeding cancer cure. The boy grow well 

and are super healthy, who can not there is only one way for it.  

Why are almost the windows wide open day and night. Both in winter and 

always release the pigeons fly during the breeding season. Is a privilege that is 

still possible here.  



The pigeons that may overwinter must have performed with the exception of 

the guy who should be good to go home and be recovered directly from a race.  

The pigeons are guided as relaxing as possible ie they go as far as possible at 

the same time loose but convenient as it as they are fed sometimes with 

artificial light during the season without having flown off.  

He has more than 30 years as a member of the group of judges and a lot of fun. 

He has done a lot of study on many factors but unfortunately 'it's not all that 

important. " Yet he is still fond of a so-called kweekoog, a plume soft (not too 

soft) and a good balance. The conclusion is that the good pigeon or must pass 

its properties and that you can only discover if you have many boy grows with 

as many pairs as possible. Here are regularly the 'good' breeders for the racing 

season that several pigeons coupled whose eggs are always diverted. 

Furthermore, the race basket is the only one who has the know.  

As the championships to give Johan Boersma is a real player program.  

Why does a program player like Johan Boersma, in addition to the program, 

playing on the overnight flight? For the simple reason that he plays with 

pigeons prefer the whole year. In addition, he still considers it a great 

achievement as a dove in Hoogeveen comes from such great distances, such as 

St. Vincent, 1164 km of Hoogeveen distance of Barcelona in the southern 

Netherlands.  

He has tried to fly the purchase of real overnight pigeons'. Unfortunately, this 

was a drama or to do nothing at all.  

Johan will, per flight, only participate with a three-or four pigeons on the long 

distance, pigeons more than 100% in shape and it was already seven program 

flights out have to sit and thereby already have their prizes earned pigeons on 

these flights will not go well especially runs along on the night.  

A sport friend told Johan; Why are you putting your own kind not to sleep? 

Since Johan Boersma thus began doing fine, as shows a small sample of the 

results.  

Below are some benefits of the overnight flights from 1992 actual start of the 

night, usually with three birds per flight, and own species.  

In 1992, 55th National St. Vincent 1165 km on 708 pigeons.  

In 1994 Bergerac 981 km from the 92-2054481 flew 510th nationally in 3604 

pigeons.  

In 1995, Wroclaw (Poland) flew the 93- 21 national ie the whole of the 

Netherlands in 3390 pigeons. The 92-2054481 flew the 49th national 1216 



pigeons from Saint Vincent then this cock flew the 3rd natioaal on 3198 

pigeons from Ruffec 874 km.  

In 1996, the hen flew 1993-1772466-full sister of the 92-2054481- 27th 

nationally in 1273 pigeons. This hen was the only pigeon evening in 

inkorflokaal.  

Bergerac 981 km yearling 96-1095653 flew 41 national op3981 pigeons.  

In 1997, St. Vincent 94-2232362 the 50th Nat. on 1104 pigeons.  

Limoges 856 km flew 96-1728028 as a yearling ao 90th Nat. on 2927 pigeons.  

In 1998, 96-1728028 flew 3rd Nat. on 1517 pigeons and was over the 

Netherlands in the first 200 pigeons and pigeon flew the next 23 Nat. from 

Saint Vincint, with evening two pigeons at home while there are few pigeons 

were in the Netherlands.  

The 96-2597650 flew 3rd prize op3x join in on the overnight accommodation 

include flights Bergerac 981 km 117th in 5767 d. Brive 920 km from the 342nd 

to 2687 d, Limoges 856 km from the 142nd to 3576 pigeons.  

At Orleans youngsters 9, and 6 national university caught two derbies.  

In 1999, 2 nd National Champion Middle Distance.  

GW.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


